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Moving Surface is a visual effects company specialized in interactive solutions, 3D 
Projection Mapping and Visual Effects for every occasion – from social events to 
advertising.

We are a highly trained team of professional motion artist, animators and 
storytellers who will provide you with a complete solution, and take the project from 
concept through to delivery. Our designs are creatively lead and delivered in 
partnership with you, for the best results.

We offer our clients clever and creative solutions for 3D Projection Mappings, Stage 
Shows, advertisements, events or even permanent installations that will visualize 
your imagination.

Our Vision at Moving Surface is to create engaging solutions that leaves a lasting 
memory to our clients and her audience long after the initial launch of content.

ABOUT US



Interactive walls transform almost any wall surface into an exciting interactive 
display. Simply approach the surface and the smallest action will trigger an 
amazing visual reaction. 

Users can participate in games and other interactive fun, or simply watch the digital 
magic unfold. And if you’ve got an out-of-the-box marketing idea or solution, 
chances are we can accommodate that too.

Perfect for high ‘traffic’ areas like shopping centres, airports, lounge and large 
public spaces, Interactive wall delivers incredible floor-to-ceiling entertainment 
that’s sure to draw a crowd.

INTERACTIVE 
WALL



The Interactive Floor System is unusual, exciting, and modern. It not only reacts in 
real time, but in a unique way can create and send powerful messages by way of 
advertising, brand re-enforcement and establishing corporate identity.

Great for walkway in corporate functions or dance floor that is always affected by 
the dancer´s movements or an interactive game that engrosses the users attention. 

An interactive wall or floor is a great way to physically engage audiences and 
customers during experiential marketing activations, or as permanent retail 
displays.

INTERACTIVE 
FLOOR



The wall is a digital canvas where you can paint, a perfect interactive tool that can 
be utilized for an array of events, from weddings to corporate events, from 
showcases to specialty parties. 

The technology allows guests to play with a “spray paint can”  where all they have to 
do is paint on the screen as they would a wall outside. However, this time you will 
see paintings without the mess, as this is an eco friendly piece of technology that 
allows artists and non-artists to experience a new level of entertainment without 
having to worry about the clean up!

The wall features a large palette of colors to choose from, as well as customized 
stamps, stencils, and features for shading and highlighting which offer your photo 
the ultimate depth! 

E-PAINT
WALL



Projection Mapping is a relatively new technology that involves mapping projected 
content to unusually shaped surfaces. 

The technology allows us to turn every day objects in to an impressive media 
display. Our software has advanced algorithms built in that allow us to easily warp 
an image in to any size or shape. 

From a sports car to a high-rise building, we have the technical capabilities and 
experience to create a unique and engaging attraction that will leave people in awe 
as they wonder how a seemingly ordinary object appears to come alive before there 
very eyes.

PROJECTION
MAPPING



Moving Surface interactive bars take the wining, dining and partying 
experience to new heights. In fact, it revolutionizes what you do when you’re 
sitting down! 

Imagine a night out at a bar or club where the bar top comes to life with 
interactive effects, games or even sports scores and highlights. Our Interactive 
bar table top take the entertainment factor to a new level by capturing your 
patrons’ imagination and offering custom branded content to boost sales.

On bars and clubs it’s all about interactivity. You can now WOW your customers 
with Moving Surface engaging and entertaining iBar that create an unmatched 
branded experience in your facility. Event promoters, bar and restaurant 
managers will relish the ability to deepen their patron engagement with brand 
exposure, information manipulation and/or other forms of games and 
entertaining interactions.

iBAR



An immersive experience is an illusory environment that completely surrounds 
you such that you feel that you are inside it and part of it.

Immersive Environment transform a surrounding (hall) using art, visual and 
media to create an intimate and powerful experience. With Immersive 
Environment we can change the atmosphere of a hall to suit the occasion, this 
include transiting the environment from the tranquil waterfalls of the Amazon 
to a busy city streetscape among many other scenes with the touch of a button. 

Our Immersive setup is available for rentage or as a permanent installation for 
events and dinning.

IMMERSIVE 
EXPERIENCE



Nothing enhances b church service like a great video projection system. You can 
project images of the pastor, musicians and the congregation on a big screen for 
everyone to see. You can also seamlessly relay announcements and instructions 
to the worshipers. Powerful scriptures and lyrics can appear. Special effects 
can wow.

Simply put, an effective projection system in a house of worship makes 
much better worship possible. An image on a big screen can more 
immediately relay powerful emotional cues to the audience and more 
effectively convey the messages of a service. It’s a tool that is being used 
more frequently in modern churches today.

Church projector installation can sometimes be as simple as using a long lens to 
project from the back of the church, but usually it will require a bit 
more thought. Whilst we can't do magic, we are able to design custom 
mounting equipment, and use long or short lenses to help conceal equipment to 
make sure you only see the things you want to see, and not the equipment 
and cables behind the scenes.

LARGE SCREEN
PROJECTIONS



ABUJA OFFICE:
34, Hamza Ziyyad Close
Gwarimpa Estate Abuja - FCT

LAGOS OFFICE:
Nathan Terrace
Plot 1 Block 22 
Baba Tunde Anjous 
Lekki Phase 1, Lagos

hello@movingsurface.com.ng
www.movingsurface.com.ng
+234 81 444 22 144, 09 290 0012

facebook.com/movingsurface
      instagram.com/movingsurfaceng
      twitter.com/movingsurface
      vimeo.com/user70284860
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